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B.SC DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2010
II Semester

CBCS
ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION

CIRCUITS, NETWORKS ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS
(2009 Onwards)

AF-1628 BEC 2C1

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 marks

Part - A (10 x 2 = 20)

Answer ALL the Questions

1. A 200  R1 is in series with a 400  R2 and a 2k  R3. The
applied voltage is 52 V. Calculate V1, V2 and V3.

200  R1  400  R2  2k  R3 
52 V, V1, V2  V3



2. State Kirchhoff’s current law.


3. Define damping factor.


4. What is transient law?


5. Define coefficient of coupling. Mention its significance.
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6. Distinguish between mean value and root mean square value of an
a. c. signal.
      



7. What are inverse h - parameters?
h -

8. Define band pass filter.


9. State the importance of Laplace transform.


10. Using Laplace transform, find the s - domain equivalent circuit of a
resist.
s -



Part-B (5 x 5 = 25)

Answer ALL Questions

11. a. State Thevanin’s theorem and prove it in case of a two terminal
network.


(OR)

b. Explain Star - delta transformation with examples.
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12. a. Discuss the problem of dc transient response in an R - L circuit.
R - L



(OR)

b. deduce an expression for the current in an R - L - C circuit to
which a voltage v cos ( t ) is applied. Explain the conditions
for different kinds of damped oscillations.
v cos ( t  ) R - L - C




13. a. Obtain an expression for the band width of an RLC circuit. Also
obtain Q of the coil in terms of band width.
RLC 

Q 



(OR)

b. Define Q of a coil in terms of power. Discuss its effect on band
width.
Q 



14. a. What are the open circuit impedance (z) parameters? Deduce
them. Also show that z21 = z12.
(z)

z21 = z12 

(OR)
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b. Obtain an expression for the characteristic impedance 0z   of an
constant k - high pass filter.
k - 0z  



15. a. State and prove initial and final value theorems.


(OR)

b. How will you find the s - domain equivalent of a capacitor using
Laplace transform? Explain.

s -



Part-C (3 x 10 = 30)

Answer any THREE Questions

16. Find the voltage across the 2  resistor shown in fig. by using
super - position theorem.
 2 
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17. In the circuit shown in figure, determine the complete solution for
the current, when the switch is closed at time t = 0. Applied voltage

is V (t) = 400 cos (500 t + 4


).

t = 0



V (t) = 400 cos (500 t + 4


).

18. A voltage V (t) = 10 sin   t is applied to a series RLC circuit. At
the resonance frequency of the circuit, the maximum voltage across
the capacitor is found to be 500 V. Moreover, the bandwidth is
known to be 400 rad/sec and the impedance at resonance is 100
 . Find the resonant frequency. Also find the values of L and C of
the circuit.
V (t) = 10 sin  RLC 



100  

L C



19. Design a low pass filter (both   and T - sections) having a cut - off
frequency of 2 kHz to operate with terminated load resistance of
500 .
500 

 T -
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20. Find the inverse transform of the function 2

S 5F(s)
S(S 2S 5)




 
.

2

S 5F(s)
S(S 2S 5)




 
 

***
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B.Sc. DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2010
First Semester

Electonics and Communication
ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUITS

(CBCS—2009 Onwards)

AF-1627 BEC 1C2

Duration : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks

Part - A (10 x 2 = 20)

Answer ALL the Questions

1. What is meant by energy band?


2. What is intrinsic semiconductor?


3. What is transistor? Mention the two types of transistor.


4. Calculate IE in a transistor for which 50  and BI 20 A  .

50    BI 20 A   IE



5. State requirement for a transistor amplifier to be of class B type.
B 
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6. The overall gain of a multistage amplifier is 140. When negative feed-
back is applied, the gain is reduced to 17.5. Find the fraction of the
output that is fedback to the input.
      

    



7. What is an LC oscillator?
LC 

8. What is meant by astable multivibrator?


9. Define amplification factor   of a FET..
FET 

10. State the difference between a FET and a bipolar transistor.
FET 



Part-B (5 x 5 = 25)

Answer ALL the Questions

11. a. Discuss the behaviour of a pn junction under forward and
reverse biasing.
pn 



(Or)

b. Derive an expression for the efficiency of a half - wave rectifier.
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12. a. Describe the action of an npn transistor.
npn 

(Or)

b. Explain the potential divider method of biasing a transistor in
detail. Also deduce an expression for the stability factor.




13. a. Explain the working of a push - pull amplifier with a neat circuit.


(Or)

b. Derive an expression for the voltage gain of a negative feedback
amplifier.




14. a. Draw the circuit diagram of Hartley oscillator. Explain its
working.




(Or)

b. With a neat sketch, explain the working of a monostable
multivibrator.
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15. a. Sketch the circiut of a CS amplifier. Derive the expression for
the voltage gain at low frequencies.
CS 



(Or)

b. Write short notes on: (i) MOSFET and (ii) JFET
(i) MOSFET (ii) JFET 

Part-C (3 x 10 = 30)

Answer any THREE of the following

16. A halfwave rectifier uses a transformer of turn ratio 4:1. If the
primary voltage is 240 V (r. m. s), find (i) d. c output voltage and
(ii) peak inverse voltage. Assume the diode to be ideal.


240 V (r. m. s)(i)

 (ii)



17. In a transistor circuit, collector load cR 4k   whereas the zero
signal collector current is 1 mA.

i. What is the operating point if  Vcc = 10 V ?

ii. What will be the operating point if cR 5k  ?

 cR 4k  

1 mA. i. Vcc = 10 V

ii. cR 5k   
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18. A transistor uses transformer coupling for amplification. The output
impedance of transistor is 10k  w hile the input impedance of next
stage is 2.5k . Determine the inductance of primary and second-
ary of the transformer for perfect impedance matching at a fre-
quency of 200 Hz.
 

10k , 

2.5k .200 Hz 




19. In a phase shift oscillator, 1 2 3R R R 1M     and

1 2 3C C C 68pF   . At what frequency does the circuit
oscillate?
 1 2 3R R R 1M     

1 2 3C C C 68pF    

20. In an n - channel FET biased by potential divider method, it is
desired to set the operating point at ID = 2.5 mA and VDS = 8V. If
VDD = 30 V, R1 = 1 M  and R2 = 500 k , find the value of RS.
The parameters of FET are IDSS = 10 mA and Vp = – 5V.
n - FET

ID = 2.5 mA VDD = 8V 

R1 = 1 M  R2 = 500 k RS

IDSS = 10 mA and Vp = (– 5V

***
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B.Sc  DEGREE EXAMINATION, APRIL 2010
First Semester

Electronics and Communication
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENT

 AND INSTRUMENTATION
(CBCS - 2008 Onwards)

AF-1626 BEC 1C1

Time : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks

Part - A (10 × 2 = 20)

Answer ALL the Questions

1. What are transducers? Explain with a suitable example.


2. Give any two applications of AC bridge.


3. What do you mean by Function generator?


4. Define Duty cycle.


5. Write down the uses of Digital Multimeter.
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6. Give a brief note on Guarding techniques.


7. What are the various types of Oscilloscopes?


8. Write a note on curve tracer.


9. What are the requirements of an automatic test system?


10. What is micro controller?


Part-B (5 × 5 = 25)

Answer ALL the Questions

11. a. Explain the errors in measurements.


(Or)

b. Describe DC bridge measurements and its applications.




12. a. Describe AF generator.


(Or)
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b. What are the types of analyzers? Explain any one type of
analyzer.




13. a. Explain automation in voltmeter.


(Or)

b. Explain the following:

i. Frequency

ii. Period

iii. Time interval

iv. Pulse width measurements



i. 

ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

14. a. Describe sampling oscilloscope with a neat diagram.


(Or)
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b. i. Differentiate Analog and Digital recorders

ii. Write a note on Printers.

i. 

ii. 

15. a. Explain how to test an audio amplifier?



(Or)

b. Give a detailed description on Digital control.



Part-C (3 × 10 = 30)

Answer any THREE Questions

16. Describe Electronic Weighing Machine.



17. i. Dis tinguish AM/FM signal gepnerator.

ii. What are the uses of signal generator?

i. 

ii. 

18. Describe digital multimeter with a suitable circuit diagram.
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19. Distinguish between analog storage and digital storage oscilloscope.





20. Explain how microprocessor is used to make measurements.




***


